Improved configuration space sampling: Langevin dynamics with alternative mobility.
We present a new and efficient method for determining optimal configurations of a large number (N) of interacting particles. We use a coarse-grained stochastic Langevin equation in the overdamped limit to describe the dynamics of this system and replace the standard mobility by an effective space dependent inverse Hessian correlation matrix. Due to the analogy of the drift term in the Langevin equation and the update scheme in Newton's method, we expect accelerated dynamics or improved convergence in the convex part of the potential energy surface Phi. The stochastic noise term, however, is not only essential for proper thermodynamic sampling but also allows the system to access transition states in the concave parts of Phi. We employ a Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shannon method for updating the local mobility matrix. Quantitative analysis for one and two dimensional systems shows that the new method is indeed more efficient than standard methods with constant effective friction. Due to the construction, our effective mobility adapts high values/low friction in configurations which are less optimal and low values/high friction in configurations that are more optimal.